
Stream a live event  
straight to your district

HYBRID
EVENTS

TMP L C  A T  W O R K

Empowered staff 
Get your entire team  
on board and committed 
to the PLC process. 

Customized support 
Receive personalized  
guidance from an on-site  
PLC at WorkTM associate. 

Tremendous savings 
Take advantage of a 
significantly lower  
cost per person with  
zero travel costs.  

Flexible scheduling  
Stream the event at a date 
and time that’s convenient  
for you.

What is a hybrid event? 
There’s nothing like the excitement and powerful learning your team 
experiences by attending a PLC at WorkTM Institute. But let’s face it, budget 
and travel restrictions can present serious obstacles for your team.  
Solution Tree now offers a personalized, interactive way to bring these 
high-quality, motivating events to your district—without travel or lodging 
costs—for a significantly lower cost per person.

We prefer to use the term hybrid event because this is not going to be 
like sitting at your computer or watching the conference on TV. This is a 
multifaceted, participatory, and guided alternative experience that captures 
the collaborative dynamic of the conference.

You’ll stream full-length keynotes and delve deep into interactive breakout 
sessions—all from the comfort of your own campus. And what’s better, a 
trained Solution Tree staff member and a PLC at WorkTM associate will be 
available on-site to provide personalized, interactive guidance and support 
for your team.

How long is a hybrid event?
A hybrid event can be two or three days long, depending on your needs 
and your budget. Day three of a summit or institute typically ends around 
12:00 p.m. For the remainder of the day, the on-site associate will deliver a 
customized PD experience. Your staff will benefit from the hybrid event as 
well as on-site PD.

How many people can attend?
The hybrid event is designed to be cost-efficient for large groups, and up  
to 500 people can participate. The cost varies according to the number 
of days. Please contact our hybrid team for a custom quote.
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Katie Avers katie.avers@solution-tree.com
Hybrid Event Manager 800.733.6786 ext. 200
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Can I customize a hybrid event to 
meet my district’s specific needs?
Yes! An on-site associate will be hand-selected for your team based on 
your goals. So whether your focus is on assessment, RTI, or anything  
in-between, we’ll make sure your associate is a perfect match. Breakout 
sessions—which are presented by your on-site associate—will be 100% 
customized to your team’s specific needs.

What will my staff receive?
Each hybrid event participant will receive an attendee tote bag, a 
comprehensive binder that includes printed materials for keynote sessions, 
a copy of Leaders of Learning (summit) or Learning by Doing (institutes), a 
Solution Tree pen and sticky note booklet, and a certificate of participation 
(hours dependent on the number of days). If your staff participates in all 
three days of the hybrid, they are eligible to earn graduate credit through 
Lynchburg College.

Does it matter what time zone I’m in?
There is a conference that can be streamed live in nearly every time zone. 
You may wish to choose your event by considering the dates that work for 
you, your time zone, and territorial restrictions. Additionally, we can stream 
an archived event on any date of your choice. 

Is my school equipped for a hybrid 
event?
Most likely! The A/V setup for hybrid events is very simple and utilizes 
equipment most schools already have, such as a projector and projection 
screen, two computers with monitors, and an Internet connection. During 
the contracting process, our hybrid team will work with you to ensure you 
are fully equipped for a successful event.

Thank you for giving us the 
opportunity to attend this 
conference without having 
to go to the actual place.  
Sometimes with our busy 
schedules we cannot attend 
conferences out of town, 
but this way we were able 
to still attend it.

—Johnetta Ozier Housley, teacher,  
Stratton Elementary School, Illinois

Katie Avers katie.avers@solution-tree.com
Hybrid Event Manager 800.733.6786 ext. 200

Contact us today!
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It was valuable to have a 
number of my school staff 
hear and participate in 
the same presentation. In 
addition, it is helpful from a 
district perspective to have 
so many members from our 
district able to participate 
together to move the PLC 
initiative forward.

—Kathy Zodarecky, principal, 
English Village Elementary School, New York


